12 Tips for New Teachers
by Larry Miller

I

was 38 when I started my teaching career, and I thought I knew everything
I needed to know. I’d been a community and union activist for years and
I’d been political all my life. I figured all I had to do was bring my experience
and politics to the classroom and I’d be a great teacher.
Was I wrong. Now I’ve been teaching high school for more than 19 years
and I continue to be humbled. When I work with new teachers, I give them
the following suggestions:

1 Keep calm in all situations. Calmness allows you to make
rational decisions. If a student is confrontational or out of
control, it never ever works to react with anger. Getting
into a tug-of-war over who has the last word exacerbates the
situation. Let the situation cool down and then try to have a
mature conversation with those involved.
2 Make respect central to your classroom culture. A common
expression I hear from my students and parents is “You have
to give respect to get respect.” They’re right. The only way
to hold students to high and rigorous expectations is to gain
their respect and their acknowledgment that your class will
lead to real learning that will benefit them.
3 Base your curriculum on social justice. Frame it with a critical
edge. I have four questions for assessing my curriculum:
t Does the curriculum deepen students’ understanding
of social justice?
t Is the curriculum rigorous?
t Are students learning the skills they need to be critical
thinkers, advance their education, be prepared for
employment, and become active citizens?
t I am also now forced to ask the question: Does the
curriculum increase students’ ability to do well on
state-mandated standardized tests?
4 Keep rules to a minimum but enforce them. Always have
clear consequences and never threaten to take a particular
action if you are not willing to carry it out. Talk to students as
mature young adults.
5 Whenever possible, connect your classroom discussions
and curriculum to students’ lives, community, and culture.
Learn as much as you can about your students. For example,
I use hip-hop lyrics as a means to discuss current trends of
thought and worldviews in my citizenship class. Rappers offer
plenty to discuss, both positive and negative. I get lyrics from
the internet, I borrow CDs from students, and I search for
positive rap on TV and the radio.

6 Learn from other teachers and staff. Pay special attention
to teachers and staff whose cultures and backgrounds are
different from yours. I’ve always made a point of consulting
every day with my colleagues. Their insight can be invaluable.
7 Build students’ confidence in their intelligence and creativity.
I’ve often heard my students call kids from the suburbs
or those in AP classes “the smart kids.” Don’t let that go
unchallenged. I start the year talking about “multiple
intelligences” and how “being smart” can take many forms. I
find daily examples of students’ work and views to talk about
as smart and intelligent.
8 Distinguish between students’ home language and their need
to know “standard” English. Work with both. This is a huge
topic, one you will be dealing with throughout your career.
9 Keep lecturing short. Have students regularly doing projects,
reading, giving presentations, engaging in discussions,
debating, doing role plays, and taking part in simulations.
10 Have engaging activities prepared for students when they
walk into the classroom. I might play a piece of music, put an
African expression on the board to interpret, or put students
in “critical thinking groups” to solve a puzzle.
11 Call students’ homes regularly both for positive and
negative reports. Visit their homes. Students often belong to
nonschool organizations. For example, during Black History
Month many churches in the black community have special
programs that students perform in. Attend, and go to other
presentations given by groups they belong to.
12 Mobilize students to join in new experiences. For example, I
sponsor a “polar bear club”: We jump into Lake Michigan to
celebrate New Year’s Day, then we all eat breakfast together.
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